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Contents	  of	  the	  box 

 

 



 



 
 



A. One game board as the map for the game 
B. 7 map location pieces 
C. 6 pawns for either Guardian or Cultists 
D. 3 Guardian character cards 
E. 3 Cultists character cards 
F. 1 Overseer character card 
G. 100 goal cards 
H. 60 armory chips 
I. 6 movement slabs 
J. 21 movement markers 
K. 10 green goal pieces 
L. 10 blue goal pieces 
M. 1 6-sided die 
N. 21 life chips 
O. 1 Rathos pawn 
P. 1 Rathos movement slab 

	  
Story	  
 
  A long time ago in the Far East, in the region of Belothor, there was a group of Cultists 
called the Gehenna Watchdogs. They were at war with a group of men called the 
Guardians who protected the inhabitants of Belothor. Both factions, the Cultists and the 
Guardians, were formed from people coming to this region. They agreed to work together 
to accomplish a goal that appeals to the group they aligned themselves with. The 
Guardians are a group of elite men from a training facility that are taught how to defend 
against all types of evil.  
 
  They also seek to protect the region from evildoers and those who would harm the 
region. The Cultists on the other hand, are worshipers that hope to impress their god and 
be allowed to enter Gehenna. This group worships a demon named Rathos that wishes to 
enslave all humans. They wish to open the gates of Gehenna so that his army may enter 
this realm and bring destruction to the planet. The Guardians have managed to capture a 
few Cultists since the beginning of the war, but they were never able to obtain 
information about the identities or locations of other Cultists. 
 
  After years of nefarious acts and attempts to get rid of the Guardians the Cultists have 
come up with the plan to try to summon their god, Rathos. Rathos’ mission is to kill the 
Guardians once he is summoned so the Cultists may take over the region of Belothor and 
keep the gates of Gehenna open.  With the gate of Gehenna open, Rathos will raise an 
army of demons to enslave the human race. It is up to the Guardians to save the region 
and possibly the world from the Cultists’ evil acts. The Guardians must prevent the 
Cultists from raising the powerful demon Rathos, who will seek out and kill all members 
of the Guardians.  
 



Breakdown	  of	  Characters 
 

 
Guardians: Noble and stalwart, the Guardians are in charge of protecting the innocent 
and bringing the wicked to justice. Players who take on the Guardian role are tasked with 
finding out who is friend and who is foe. By completing goals, Guardians can utilize their 
rewards to begin trials against suspect players to determine whether or not they are a part 
of the cult. Of course, the long arm of the law comes bearing a sword as well as 
Guardians are capable of attacking other players. Be wary however, those who you 
assault may very well be your allies. 



 
Cultists: Cunning and cutthroat, the Cultists are tasked with summoning the demon 
Rathos to establish a new world in their wicked image. Players that bear the cowl of cult 
are charged with keeping their identity hidden while completing tasks and gathering 
resources. By completing goals, the Cultists grow closer to bringing Rathos to the mortal 
realm. When each Cultist has gathered 5 resources, Rathos can then be summoned and 
will annihilate those who oppose the cult. Be wary brothers and sisters of the occult, for 
the Guardians will be watching you closely while you work towards your goal. 



 
Overseer: Storyteller, you are in charge of keeping balance and order within the game. 
You are responsible for dealing cards, tokens and establishing events. From trials to the 
very summoning of Rathos, you shall oversee that each player plays fairly and actions are 
kept within the rules. You are the most powerful being present. 
 

 
Rathos: The vile demon born in the very crucible of Hell; Rathos is a destructive and 
powerful being that can bring entire empires to their knees. Once summoned, Rathos will 
act as a weapon of immense power that the Cultists control to annihilate the remaining 
Guardians. 



 

Destinations	  (map	  pieces)	  
 
Lake-    6 x 3 (Public area) 
Shop-     2 x 2 (Public area) 
Blacksmith-   3 x 3 (Public area) 
City-    5 x 5 (Public area) 
Burial Grounds-  6 x 4  
Forest-    6 x 4 
Cave-    4 x 3 
 

Game	  Setup 
Spread game board on table. 
Place goal cards (Green) on designated section of game board. 
Place armory chips on designated section of game board. 
Choose a player to be the Overseer. 
All other players choose a pawn. 
 

Overseer: 
Randomize map by placing all 7 locations anywhere on the grid that they align. 
Deal 3 life chips to each potential Guardian/Cultist. 
Deal each player a movement slab and 3 movement markers. 
The team card deck (Purple) should only have as many cards in it as there are potential 
Guardians/Cultists (For example, if the Overseer is dealing cards out to 4 players, there 
should only be 4 team cards in the deck.) 
In addition, make sure there is an even number of Guardian cards as there are Cultist 
cards. If there are an uneven number of potential Guardians/Cultists, the extra card 
should be a Cultist card. 
Once you have the team deck balanced for your game, shuffle the deck and deal each 
player a card face down, making sure no other players can see. 
Set the number of goal cards the Cultists must complete as a team to summon Rathos, 
depending on the number of Cultist cards used in the team deck. 

• 1 Cultist must complete 5 goals to summon Rathos. 
• 2 Cultists must complete 10 goals to summon Rathos. 
• 3 Cultists must complete 15 goals to summon Rathos. 

The total goals required to summon Rathos are split evenly among Cultists. If a Cultist 
should die, his finished goals are kept in play, and his unfinished goals are split equally 
among remaining living Cultists (i.e. If a Cultist had 1 completed goal and died, his 
remaining 4 unfinished goals are split among the other Cultists who are still alive, 
regardless of the number of completed goals they have currently.) 
Randomly choose each players starting point on the map. 



Deal each player 1 goal card face down. 
 

Guardians/Cultists: 
Place all 3 life chips with the green side facing up in front of you. 
Place movement marker in front of you, with the movement chips to the side of it. 

Movement	  slab	  and	  markers 
The movement slabs and markers are the primary form of keeping track of the game’s 
unique movement methods. The movement slab consists of a rectangular piece with 
segments marked as “1”, “2”, and “3”. Rathos has his own movement slab that is instead 
marked with the segments “2”, “3”, and “4”. During their turn, if a player has not already 
moved, they may select one of these segments and move the corresponding number of 
spaces on the game board. At this point, they place one of the movement markers on that 
segment. That player may not select that particular segment of the movement slab again 
until all other segments have been utilized.  
 
For example, Player A selects segment “3” and moves three spaces on the board. He then 
places one movement marker on the “3” segment. On his next turn he may only select 
from segments “1” and “2”. Let’s say he chooses to move 1 space and places a movement 
marker on the “1” segment of his movement slab. On his next turn, he has no choice but 
to move 2 spaces. On his fourth turn, the movement slab is cleared and all segments will 
once again be made available for use. 

Turn	  Sequence 
Play begins with the player to the left of the Overseer, and continues clockwise. 
 
Player enters Draw Phase. 
Player then enters movement phase. 
After player completes movement phase they enter the action phase. 
Once a player completes the action phase their turn ends, and play continues with the 
player to their left. 
 

Draw	  Phase: 
If player already has goal card, player continues to Movement Phase. 
Otherwise, player draws goal card, then enters Movement Phase. 
 

Movement	  Phase: 
Player then MUST decide to move their pawn 1, 2, or 3 spaces, according to the 
availability on their movement slab and marker(s). 
Before moving, a player must place a movement marker on their movement slab on the 1, 
2, or 3 space, respectively (this makes the choice of how many spaces to move important, 



as players will not be able to move that amount of spaces again until their movement slab 
is cleared.) 
Player then moves their pawn the selected amount of spaces. 
This ends the movement phase. 
 

Action	  Phase: 
Players may perform 1 of these actions in their action phase. 
 

1. If player is at a destination on their goal card, player may perform action on card. 
Overseer must confirm player’s goal card allows them to perform an action at that 
location on the map, once confirmed, player receives specified goal pieces (i.e. 
“Green” or “2 Blue”) from action and loses any previous goal pieces. 

2. Players may complete a goal during their action phase. Overseer must confirm 
player has all required items and is at the correct destination to do so. 

3. If a Guardian is on the same space as another player, they can start a trial on the 
player at the cost of 3 goal cards, the Guardian will then enter the Trial Phase. 

4. If a Guardian is on the same space as another player that has less armory chips 
and they wish to attack them, they enter the Combat Phase. 

5. If a Cultist has the current maximum amount of goals completed to summon 
Rathos, they may reveal themselves and exclaim, “I’m ready to summon”. The 
Cultist then gains 1 Armory chip. If all Cultists have exclaimed that they are 
ready to summon, then the game moves into the Rathos phase. 

 

Trial	  Phase: 
Guardian must exclaim which player they are holding the trial on. 
Targeted player loses all current armory chips. 
Guardian rolls a die, if result is higher than 1, targeted player must reveal their identity 
and flip their team card face up for the remainder of the game. 
 

Combat	  Phase: 
If the players entering the Combat Phase are in a public area during the day, exit back to 
the Action Phase. 
Player must exclaim that they are attacking, and give the Overseer 1 completed goal card. 
Overseer must confirm that the attacking player has more armory chips than the 
defending player. 
If defending player is a Guardian as well, they must flip 1 green life chip to the red side. 
If defending player is a Cultist, they have 2 options: 

1. Cast a defensive spell shield at the cost of 1 completed goal card to negate the 
attack. 

2. Flip 1 green life chip to the red side. 
If all of a player’s life chips are red, that player is dead and must reveal their identity by 
flipping up their team card. That player’s pawn must also be removed from the game 
board. 
 



Rathos	  Phase: 
Rathos’ pawn is spawned on the space of the last Cultist to begin summoning him. 
All Cultists’ pawns are immobile for the rest of the game, and all their armory chips are 
lost. 
Rathos spawns with 3 life chips, and a Shield of Souls. 
All Cultists’ remaining life chips are added to Rathos’ health pool. 
Living Cultist’s now take turns as Rathos. 
Rathos cannot take damage while his Shield of Souls is still intact. 
Guardian’s action phase now only consists of attacking. 
Guardian’s adrenaline now allows them to attack without expending a goal card. 
Guardians must now try to kill all immobilized Cultist’s pawns to destroy Rathos’ Shield 
of Souls. 
Once all Cultists’ pawns are destroyed, Guardians can begin to attack Rathos. 
 
Rathos Turn: 
Rathos cannot obtain or complete goals. 
Rathos movement phase uses the Rathos movement slab. 
Rathos’ action phase only consists of attacking. 
Rathos’ attack always does damage regardless of Armory chips. 
Rathos can attack players in adjacent squares to him. 
 

Goal	  completion: 
If player completes a goal during their action phase, they must tell other players they 
have completed the goal, and show the Overseer the card for verification. 
Once the Overseer confirms that the player has completed the goal, the goal card is 
placed face down in front of the player, and all that players goal pieces are collected. 
The Overseer then gives the player the indicated amount of Armory chips. 

General	  Rules 
1. No manipulating or messing with other player’s cards and resources unless they 

are given permission to do so. 
2. Players can only have one goal at a time. 
3. Player can only complete one goal per turn. 
4. Players can’t move diagonally. 
5. Players can’t move through the same space twice in 1 turn. 
6. Players can only move the amount of spaces indicated by the number that was 

covered on the movement slab that turn. 
7. Players can’t move an amount of spaces that is already covered on their 

movement slab (i.e. if a player’s movement slab already has the 1 and 3 spaces 
covered, that player must move 2 spaces to clear their slab before moving 1 or 3 
spaces again.) 

8. If a player takes damage they must flip a green life chip to red so that the current 
amount of life the character has is depicted by how many green life chips or 
health that character has left. 



9. All players must show how many finished goals they have currently upon request. 
10. When a player is tried they lose all Armory chips even if the trial is unsuccessful. 
11. Players receive goal markers when they complete a step in a goal to signify what 

step of their current goal they have completed. 
12. The game will start off during the day. It will turn to nighttime once everyone has 

taken his or her first turn. The day and night cycle will continue as such. 
 

Detailed	  Rules 
1. All players’ characters have 3 hit points at the beginning of the game. 
2. Guardians cannot attack players in The City, The Shop, The Blacksmith or the 

Lake during the day unless the player is a known Cultist. 
3. Guardians can only attack once per turn. 
4. All summoning requirements have to be completed for the Cultists to summon 

Rathos. 
5. During the Rathos Phase, Rathos is controlled by each Cultist (living or dead) 

during their turn. 
6.  Cultists can’t attack; they can use a spell that deflects damage at the cost of 1 goal 

card. 
7.  A Guardian loses a goal card after attacking someone. 
8.   Cultists can only complete 5 goals unless another Cultist dies in which case the 

living Cultists must split up and complete the dead Cultist’s uncompleted goals. 
9.  Cultists are immobilized once Rathos is summoned. 
10.   Cultists that are immobilized can only move as Rathos. 
11.   Guardians must kill all the Cultists to attack Rathos once he is summoned. 
12.   Rathos can attack any Guardian occupying the same space as him or that is 

adjacent to him during his action phase. 

Explanation	  of	  goal	  cards 
Goal cards are a player’s main form of currency; both factions use them in 

different ways. Goal cards consist of tasks that a player must complete in order to use 
them for certain actions in the game. They also give a player armory chips, for more 
information on armory chips see explanation of armory chips. When you receive a goal 
card from the Overseer you must keep it to yourself, out of sight from other players. You 
must follow the directions on the card in order to complete it so you can use it later on. 
When you see (Green) or (Blue) this means once you have gone to a certain area on the 
map as told to do so by the card, then you must show the Overseer who will then give 
you the corresponding goal piece. From there, continue completing the tasks on the card 
until it states that the quest complete. Once the goal card is complete show your card to 
the Overseer so he can confirm that you have completed the goal. Once he has confirmed 
that it is complete set the goal card face down to the side. 
        As stated above goal cards have many uses depending on which faction you are 
on. For Guardians you will be able to perform trials once you have completed 3 goal 
cards. If you wish to attack someone you will need to have at least one goal card 



completed. If you are a Cultist you will need 5 of them in order to summon Rathos 
although, so will your entire fellow Cultist comrades. A Cultist also needs to have 1 goal 
card completed in order to perform a spell, which will make them invulnerable for that 
turn. 
        On a final note there are 3 different types of goal cards. There are standard goal 
cards, epic goal cards and legendary goal cards. The difference between them all is that 
some take longer than others to complete. There is a benefit for them being longer 
though, the epic ones give 2 armory chips and the legendary ones give 3 armory chips.  
 
 

Goal	  Cards	  
Regular	  Goal	  Cards:	  
  
 

 
 
 
 



 

 
 

 



 
 

 

 
 

 
 



 

Epic	  Goal	  Cards: 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Legendary	  Goal	  Card: 

 



Explanation	  of	  Armory	  Chips 
Armory chips are used in the game as a form of attack and defense. Each player 

will be rewarded a certain amount of armory chips depending on which goal they’ve 
completed. As stated in the explanation of goal cards, some goals reward a player more 
armory chips than the others. Cultists will need armory chips in order to prevent attacks 
from Guardians. Guardians will need more armory chips than the person they want to 
attack in order to attack them. A Guardian only needs 1 armory chip more than the person 
they want to attack. The only time armory chips lose their purpose is if Rathos is 
summoned.  

End	  Game	  Conditions 
1. Guardians	  win	  if	  all	  Cultists	  are	  killed	  before	  Rathos	  is	  summoned.	  
2. Cultists	  win	  if	  Rathos	  kills	  all	  Guardians.	  
3. Guardians	  win	  if	  Rathos	  is	  summoned,	  and	  they	  kill	  him.	  

FAQ 
 
How do I move my character? On your first turn you are able to move your character 1,2 
or 3 spaces. If you picked to move your character 2 spaces then on your next turn you can 
only chose to move 1 or 3 spaces. If you picked to move 3 spaces on your second turn 
then you get to only move 1 spot on your third turn. On your fourth turn the cycle resets. 
 
How do I put someone on trial? You need to be a Guardian in order put someone on 
trial. You will need to have completed 3 goal cards in order to put someone on trial. You 
may pick anyone you are playing with to be put on trial, but you need to be on the same 
space as that player. 
 
How do I obtain armory chips? You can obtain armory chips by completing the various 
goals that you pull from the deck of goal cards.  
 
I have 3 armory chips and my opponent has 3 armory chips, can I attack them? No, 
you need to have one armory chip more than your opponent to inflict a hit. 
 
I am a Cultist, can I attack someone? No, Cultists cannot attack they can only defend 
with a spell. 
 
Rathos was summoned! Can I attack him? You can only do damage to Rathos once all 
immobilized Cultists have been killed off. Once you have killed all the Cultists, Rathos’ 
Shield of Souls will drop then Guardians can attack him. 
 
I completed a goal what do I do now? Once you have completed a goal you keep it next 
to you and wait until your next turn to receive a new goal card from the Overseer. 
 
Can I cash my goal cards in for armory chips? No. 



 
I am a Cultist and my comrade just died, do I get his goal card(s)? No, his completed 
goal card(s) are added towards the overall summoning completion, and his unfinished 
goals are split evenly between remaining Cultists (regardless of how many goals they 
each have completed). If the Cultist had a current unfinished goal card, it is discarded. 
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